1989 chevy k5 blazer

Introduced to the Chevrolet line for the model year , the K5 Blazer was replaced for by the
Chevrolet Tahoe. In , GMC introduced its own model of the truck, called the Jimmy , which was
discontinued in and replaced by the Yukon. The "Jimmy" name was chosen to reflect how GM
may sound in a similar manner to how Jeep was thought to be a pronunciation of GP in the
competing market. The K5 Blazer and Jimmy had "full convertible" removable tops until For ,
GM introduced a half-cab design that was less prone to leaks and slightly safer in a roll-over.
The Blazer's long-wheelbase relative, with an integrated rear body and doors for 2nd row
passengers, is the Chevrolet Suburban. The original K5 was a short wheelbase truck. It was
available in model year as four-wheel drive only; for , a two-wheel drive model was offered.
There were four choices for power plants: the straight-6 , the straight-6 , the V8 , and the V8.
Both of these were originally aimed at the short Jeep CJ series, which were much smaller than
other trucks. The innovation of the Blazer was to simply offer a shortened pickup truck, which
both increased interior space, and lowered the cost of production with a shared platform. The
Blazer quickly became popular. For the first time, it married the off-road capabilities of the
Scout with the "luxury" features like air conditioning and automatic transmissions routinely
available on pickup trucks. By , the Blazer was already outselling both of its older rivals. Ford ,
Dodge , and even Jeep would counter with similar shortened pickups, with the Dodge
Ramcharger and Jeep Cherokee. It also came as a convertible. The two-wheel drive version
came with independent front suspension and rear trailing arms, both with coil springs. The
four-wheel drive version had a solid front axle and used leaf springs front and rear. Both
versions used drum brakes at all four corners until , when the entire GM light truck line got
standard front discs. A tachometer was optional. There was also a choice between a
three-speed automatic transmission Turbo Hydromatic TH , a three-speed manual transmission
, and a four-speed Synchromesh SM manual transmission, often referred to as the "granny
gear" due to its 6. Two transfer cases were offered: the Dana 20, available only with the manual
transmissions, or the NP , available with both types of transmissions. Production Totals : [
citation needed ]. For , GM's line of full-size trucks was redesigned and updated. A tilt-steering
wheel became optional. Until , the K5 had a removable convertible top. In , a half-cab design
was introduced and used until Although the GMT platform was introduced in the spring of as a
model, the K5 Blazer, Suburban, and crew-cab trucks retained the earlier platform until For in
late for models, the front grille was changed to resemble the squared-off ones used on the GMT
series of pickups. There is an overlap of bolt rears into the early '80s, while the bolt front axle
was phased into production in the late s. The second generation K5 models incorporated the
rear hatch glass and tailgate into a single unit, which allowed the glass panel to retract inside of
the tailgate by use of a manual crank mounted on the tailgate or an electric motor activated by a
key-operated switch on the tailgate and a dash-mounted switch. The weight of the large glass
panel was rumored to be a liability as the manual crank gears wore prematurely and the electric
motor was prone to frequent overheating and subsequent failure. This also included the electric
motor drive cable which goes to the window regulator to the motor similar in design to a
speedometer cable , which usually would fail under heavy abuse. Another feature of the K5
Blazer tailgate was the safety switch connected to the electric motor which prevented the rear
window from being raised if the tailgate was unlatched. Since in the wake of the Arab Oil
Embargo and the energy crisis , Chevrolet and GMC used the smaller displacement s with a 9.
These engines produced nearly as much torque as the , giving a similar driving feel. However,
these power plants were underpowered and prone to detonation engine knocking , especially
with the electronic spark control module. To achieve the 9. A majority of them are painted olive
drab green or in the woodland camouflage pattern, though some vehicles that saw desert use
were painted tan. All Ms, including its derivatives, are powered with the 6. Some
decommissioned Ms end up in law enforcement use e. After , when throttle-body injection was
introduced in the truck engines, the was made the standard power plant. More new features for
included a fixed mast antenna in place of the old windshield antenna, a trip odometer as part of
the gauge package cluster, and an improved pulse windshield wiper control. Also, helping to
reduce air leaks in the doors was a new door handle seal. The Blazer had new base and up-level
grilles, as well as new headlight bezels, body side moldings, and front bumper rub strips.
Corporate bolt axles were upgraded to 30 spline axle shafts from previous 28 spline. The
standard L05 5. For the model year, all Blazers now had a standard rear wheel anti-lock braking
system. A new electronic speedometer system, with a 6 digit odometer on the dashboard was
also introduced for , along with non-asbestos brake linings. A new brake warning light on the
dashboard was also introduced for The Blazer body also used double sided, galvanized exterior
sheet metal. A new option for was power mirrors. The 5. The rear seat arm rest were eliminated
from rear seat to make room for shoulder belts and pads were added to the wheel housings. For
, the R4 was renamed to the 4L The TBI throttle body injection system used on the Blazer's

standard 5. Standard on all engines was a lighter more powerful amp CS alternator. Two new
exterior colors, Brilliant Blue and Slate Metallic were offered. All power and torque figures are
pulled from GM factory service manual [ full citation needed ]. It was available only with a
four-speed automatic transmission. The full-size Blazer was discontinued for , replaced by the
Chevrolet Tahoe which featured a two-door and four-door body style. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. See also Chevrolet Blazer disambiguation Motor vehicle. Motor vehicle. Retrieved
Performance Media Group, Inc. GMC , a marque of General Motors , light truck timeline,
international market, sâ€”present. Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General
Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Categories : All-wheel-drive
vehicles Chevrolet vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Full-size sport utility vehicles s cars s
cars s cars Cars introduced in Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with
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from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
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New Vehicles come with a full-factory warranty. Used vehicles may have a remaining-factory
warranty, but please contact us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. We advertise on
all the top websites and print publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds
of views each day. Let our money work for you! With rates as low as 6. After being in the
collector-car business for a decade prior, Donna Robbins opened the doors to the first
Streetside Classics showroom in Charlotte, NC in Armed with a customer-oriented business
philosophy and a clear vision for success, she has since led Streetside Classics to an unrivaled
sales volume that is currently among the best in the collector car industry. With the most
knowledgeable and professionally trained staff in the industry, we have expanded nationally
and opened showrooms in many major U. We operate under the principles of doing business
fairly and with the understanding that our customers are the lifeblood of the business. Today,
Streetside Classics is known as the Nation's Trusted Consignment Dealer; providing sellers and
buyers alike with the peace of mind that only comes from partnering with one of the largest
classic car dealerships in the country. That said, we did not build, modify, or have the luxury of
personal ownership that would give us the advantage of knowing all unknown aspects of each
vehicle. Transparency is king and we're happy to try and answer ALL questions our customers

might have prior to purchasing. Additionally, we welcome and encourage independent
inspections see Inspection statement below. We recommend you familiarize yourself with your
individual state's taxes, transfer, or additional fees. We advertise across multiple platforms
where a vehicle can sell in a moment's notice. If a buyer chooses to buy sight unseen many of
our buyers choose this option the buyer accepts the vehicle AS-IS and understands we cannot
address concerns post sale. For this reason, it's important all concerns are addressed prior to
purchase. We make every effort to present accurate and reliable information, but use of this
information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. Full payment is required within 7 days of offer
acceptance unless other arrangements are agreed to in writing. For balance of payment we will
accept bank wire transfer preferred , cashier's check, or personal check vehicle shipment will
be delayed until check clears. Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway and upon
your schedule. We assume no responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in
a shipper's custody. Buyers are welcomed to trailer vehicles home and we are happy to have
everything ready to see you off with your new vehicle. Anything is possible when it comes to a
vehicle, especially a classic or antique one. We recommend transporting all vehicles to your
home first, then driving it locally. Get to know the vehicle and its tendencies before embarking
on a long-distance trip. If you choose to drive your new vehicle home, buyer accepts all
responsibility as we are unable to control what may take place once it leaves our facility. To
avoid delays, we recommend returning any required documents within 24 hours of receipt.
Please allow up to 30 days for vehicle titles. Usually titles are available sooner, we ask for the
extra time in the event there are unforeseen circumstances. Buyer agrees to hold seller
harmless from any disputes arising from other hidden or secondary VINs present on the vehicle
as seller only verifies the primary VIN location. If needed, it is the buyer's sole responsibility to
verify secondary VIN locations their specific state may inspect, prior to purchase. Slight
differences may occur so we recommend you confirm actual and current miles prior to
purchase. Even so, please have a transparent conversation with us before purchasing. Do be
aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or manufacturer are subject to
cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Finally, be advised that although our sales associates
are here to assist you with your purchase, they are not trained or certified vehicle inspectors. If
you choose to waive inspection, do plan to have a detailed and transparent conversation with
us regarding the vehicle's condition. Ask the hard questions up front. Please just call us, we are
here to help and welcome all your questions! Information is provided to the best of our
knowledge and we make no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or
reliability of such information. We strive to perform extensive visual inspections on all vehicles
we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for inspection purposes and
therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not readily apparent. All
vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Sales tax, title, license fee,
registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing fees, and
compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Vehicle is listed locally, we reserve the
right to end the auction at any time. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos Video. Stock :. So that
makes for an ideal total package when looking for one of the coolest vintage 4x4 hardtop
convertibles around. The two-tone on this one gives it the look of premium. After all, a deep
blue and metallic sliver are a timelessly tasteful color combo. You'll also love the details, like
the matching fiberglass hardtop and the bolder blue on the pinstripe that encircles this 4x4.
More than just a looker, this one is also built for utility. There are upgraded inch alloys, a lifted
stance, and tubular step rails. And in-between those bright dual exhaust tips is a proper trailer
hitch. The sea of blue continues inside. The seats are finished in a comfy velour, which means
people will sit down in the rear without hesitation even when the fiberglass hardtop is off and
this one is open to the world. And your front buckets not only have high-back comfort, but also
there's a cup holder center console in-between. This was built in the era where Chevy loaded
some of its pickups and SUVs with the best features. So you have power windows, cruise
control, and power locks. The tilt steering column on gives you a great view of the
driver-oriented dash. And because this is a full-sized Blazer, that means you've got plenty of
cargo room. So feel free to take everything you want with you to tailgate at the ballgame or
campsite. Under the hood is Chevy's mighty cubic-inch small block V8. And this comes from
the era of fuel-injection, and so you get added constancy from the already hardy setup. Another
great feature of later K5s from this generation is the four-speed automatic transmission that
smoothly shifts all the way into overdrive for comfort near or far. When it's time to go off-road,
you have a two-speed 4x4 transfer case with electronic locking hubs and General Grabber AT2
tires. Plus, power steering, power brakes, and front discs are welcomed in all driving
conditions. This is the sleek-looking and feature-filled full-size Blazer you've been waiting for.

So don't let this classic and useful 4x4 slip away. Call today!!! Vehicle Description. Vehicle
Warranty. About Streetside Classic Cars Atlanta. Boasting over 80, climate-controlled
square-feet, our state-of-the-art facility opened in and houses up to collectible vehicles, ranging
from antiques, streetrods, muscle cars and trucks, to the latest exotics. We are open to the
public and admission is complimentary and welcomed. Our Global Marketing Reach. About Us.
Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call
the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. Our Global Marketing Reach We advertise on all
the top websites and print publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds of
views each day. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites auta. Offered 48 Wanted 1. Create Alert. I m
the 2nd owner. There aren t many like this out there. I m happy to send more pictures. For more
information, please visit content. The market for these K5s are heating up. It makes for a great
classic full-size SUV that's both affordable and versatile. This is the final few years for this
generation K5 Blazer. That's im Selling my chevy k5 blazer 4x4. It has a v8 engine, automatic
transmission, 4x4, lifted on 35" tires. Current smog, current registration till , and clean title in
hand. Ready to go to the dezert for President's Day Weekend. This Chevrolet Blazer K5 is the
right mix of style and substance. After all, this is an awesome full-size 4x4 with a convertible
top. And this also features a more aggressive look, proper V8 power, and an overdrive
transmission. You know that shade of blue wasn't on the factory menu, and so it instantly sets
the Blazer apart. And the black ha It has seen three owners and comes with all of the original
paper work. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need
your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a with these options. If your vehicle isn't
listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by
Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Popular Parts. Headlight Assemblies.
Mirror - Side View. Shocks and Struts. Tail Lights. Chevrolet is a registered trademark of
General Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before
proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year View Full Version : K5 Towing
capacity. Does anyone know what the towing capacity on a K5 is? Looking to buy a camper I
think most of the 80s models were good for about lbs. I used to tow a 24 ft trailer that weighed
about and it was a little bit hairy. Didn't like it so much. Thought I was going to die a couple
times. Thats when I had 31X If I ever tow with it again I'm not going over 20 ft and about lbs max.
The camper I'm looking at has a weight of It has dual axles and a weight distribution hitch
comes with it. I've towed a 15 or 16 foot mercruiser with that heavy ass ci i6. Plus the weight of
the boat and trailer. It dragged ass but that was before I went straight pipe from my bad cat. I
didn't see any sagging. I think you should be good with a 20 footer. My boat is , and even before
I upgraded the motor it pulled just fine. You know, come to think of it, I've towed a couple jet
boats from work that were 21 to 22 footers that weighed between and they didn't tow too bad. I
wonder if that big box profile of a camp trailer makes it worse? My 24ft camp trailer was scarry.
Yes it has trailer brakes. My Jimmy came through with the tow package; all the wires are factory
installed. Does it have trailer brakes? Because its not all about pulling. I've found that following
a Honda civic everywhere makes for a good brake. At least once. May take a couple to get
home. Brakes are not a big deal. Now that's funny right there!! West coast brakes. Gotta luv 'em.
That means they are claiming you could tow 6, , now they are not saying you can do that well,
just that you can do that. You do a fare amount of towing, you want long wheelbase. Perfect tow
rig would be the Buck Burb that 70 has. Gotta get those thing off the road somehow. I wanted to
get a Burb to tow with. One of those big block type. The Lady of the house said no. Go down
and get a new Dura Max crew cab she said. Who was I to argue? Towed it home with the dump
truck I never said I wasn't a redneck! Towed easy behind that, but that 6. So when I read my
owners manual on towing, it says that the suburban can basically tow anything but then it
mentions that "When towing trailers with utility vehicles, I assume the Jimmy? So I am thinking
the Jimmy is as equipped as it can be for towing. However, the numbers I see stamped in my
factory trailer hitch and they are pretty faded look like 2, pound max trailer, and pound max
tongue weight. Big question is, should I be able to tow this with the Jimmy or should I be using
the wife's 'Hoe? Cool trailer. You should be able to tow it. The GVW rating is the weight of the

K5 max. Truck, fuel, gear, passengers and tongue weight when towing. Max combined weight
truck and trailer on most I've seen is 11, lbs. So, at full load in Blazer, you're good for about lbs.
As far as the hitch goes, it should have two ratings. One for weight carrying and one that is
higher for weight distibuting. Hard to say whats up with your hitch. That lb rating is usually
found on a bumper. Draw bars are higher than that most of the time. I went out and looked and
my Dura Max has a VR4 draw bar on it and it's good for 12, lbs so I think that RPO code just
means drawbar hitch and not a certain draw bar. Were you reading that weight limit off your
bumper. I can't remember on newer K5s if they have a hitch on the bumper too. Last time I
weighed my 84 with a big block it came in at lbs with nobody in it. I have towed way more than
with mine. With the short wheelbase of the K5 its easy to get the trailer swinging on a windy day
and then its time for the ditch for the whole works. Thanks for the input guys! What do y'all use
for mirrors for towing. I don't think I'll see anything other than the front of this thing with the
stock mirrors! I found some that slid over and clamped on at an auto parts place. They were
made for that certain mirror so they looked good. Not too much money. I gave them away a
while back or I'd post a pic. Also, what are you running for tires? BFG all terrains is what they
look like. If they are "c" rated, jack the air up to 50 psi. Rides a little rough but will help control
the sway better. And what blazincolorado said, do run sway control. The weight transfer bars
are a different deal. Google EZ Lift sway control and you'll see what I mean. The wind can get
ahold of that big box and get things moving around real quick. I usually just Haul ASS in mine. I
did have a pop up trailer I towed. It was only about 1klbs. Didn't know it was behind me. Another
neat option is to fabricate something similar to this device from TrailerToad. Not sure how to
post the link, but if you go to their website you can see what it is. Its this device on its own
heavy duty wheels that connects to your receiver and bears all the tongue weight, so all you
have to worry about is pull weight! Neat concept, but I said fabricate because these guys cater
to high end RVs and you can buy 2 or 3 decent K5s for what one of these cost from the factory.
But if you want to haul a long camper behind you and tongue weight is the consideration, this is
the way to go, or something similar that you fabricate! As a fulltime RVer for many years, I've
come to know that pull weight is nothing except on the occasional hill or mountain I have an
89k5 and the gvwr from GM says I have a camper not much smaller than yours and I can say it
pulls it just fine. I definitely recommend using the sway control and weight distribution though.
Travel trailer from North Carolina to Arizona this last spring. White knuckled just about whole
trip. Top speed up hills about forty with peddle to the metal. Don't try without the following..
Thanks bro if you have some time can you post a picture of your tow gear thanks. Thats quite
the trip Larry and the gas bill. Here mine yet to be camped in still : Its a 24' with a dry weight of
4, I believe. Been using this set up for 8yrs now with no problems. Terrain makes a huge
difference. Flat towing that much a couple times a year isn't too bad, but you introduce much
change in elevation and it's a good way to burn up a transmission. I'd comfortably tow up to 7k
on a Blazer with trailer brakes, distribution hitch ect around here within a few hours, but I have a
lot of towing experience and have towed more with less. The short wheel base only really makes
a difference in reaction time. Blazers have enough weight to reliably stop 5k pounds which is
the real issue. Trucks in the 70s and 80s were rated much lower for towing because they had
less powerful brake systems than they do today. It's why you see 17" wheels standard on newer
trucks, they need the bigger wheels to fit of the bigger disks and calipers on newer trucks. Even
a simple rear disk brake and brake booster will make a big difference in towing capacity. It's not
pulling power these trucks lack but stopping power. I made the mistake of hooking up to my
race car trailer just to take it to a buddies house for the winter with my 82 K5. A 30' enclosed car
trailer and Kansas weather is not a good combo when a K5 is introduced into the equation. My
HD is down with a bad oil pump and thought hey its just 30 miles. I will never make that mistake
again. I feel blessed i made it through it all. I will stick to only my truck bed trailer or my lawn
mower trailer from now on. What was the issue? It's mostly flat there too right? I guarantee
stopping was one issue. No trailer brakes on that big of a load! Both are short wheel bases and
inadequate brakes. I'm pretty sure trailer sway was also an issue with that kind of a tow. SWB
K5 with a 30 foot trailer is just too much in between axles and a heavy tongue weight, even with
an empty trailer. You need the extra length of a lwb truck to help control any motion generated
in the pivot area. Yeah it was not fun. It was empty thankfully but it was all over the place. Wont
make that mistake again. Towed the camper the other week this time using he 10k bars and was
nice and level and felt pretty comfortable. All rights reserved. Get instant price details on the
market value of the Chevrolet Blazer. Free black book market values for buying, selling, or
trade-ins. Vehicle brakes are vital to your safety when
bobcat 753 wiring diagram pdf
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driving. What signs indicate that they're wearing out? By Zach Bowman For those who suffer a
daily commute through heavy traffic, your vehicle's braking system can bring thousands of
pounds of metal, plastic and empty Starbucks cups to a stop hundreds of times before you get
to work. It goes without saying that these pieces wear out, but they do so slowly, meaning you
may not notice they need attention until Read more. That little light can mean a lot of things.
How do you know if it's a serious pr A how to on the pros and cons to taking your automobile to
the dealer or the loc New User? Sign Up Log In. Car Prices. My Garage. Need Help? Do you own
this car? Enter current mileage for most accurate info about this vehicle. Mileage: Zip Code:.
Condition: Clean Average Rough. Retail Value. Trade-In Value. Choosing the right time to sell
can help you keep your cost of vehicle ownership low. Values typically dip sharply after the
initial new sale, then again at , miles or 5 years. Zip Code:.

